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Executive Surnrnary 
CGIAR Systemwide Programme on Participatory Research and Gender 
Analysis for Technology Development and Institutional Innovation 
The Need for a Systemwide Program 
The participation of fanners-especially women-in technology development is vital for 
achieving impact !hat benefits poor people. Household food security, and especially the well-
being of children in peor countries, is vitally affected by women's access to technology 
appropriate foc their needs. This is why the CGIAR system urgently needs to strengthen, 
consolidate, and mainstream its gender analysis and participatory research in a high-priority, 
high-visibility program !hat recognizes farmer participation as an important strategic research 
issue. 
Over !he last decade oc more, !he IARCs have done substantial work to introduce a user 
perspective into adaptive research. This proposal builds upon !hat work but offers something 
more. It originales from recen! evidence !hat user participation can be critical in the pre-
adaptíve stages of certain types of research. In contrast 10 earlier approaches to on-farm 
research, pre-adaptive participatory R&D brings users in10 !he early stages of technology 
development as researchers and decision makees, who help set priorities, define criteria for 
success, and determine when an innovation is "ready" for release to farmers. This neW role 
changes !he division of labor berween fanners and scientists, and may dramatically reduce the 
cost of applied research. We have some evidence !hat this novel approach can signíficantly 
improve the impact of research for poor fanners, especially women. However, evidence is 
patchy and it is not well understood how to replicate success on a ¡arge scale. The key 
contribution of this proposal will be to develop clear guidelines on how to achieve !his, and 
build capacity to operationalize novel approaches in practice. 
It is now widely recognized !hat sustaining !he productivity gains from earHer CGIAR success 
must be done in a way that preserves biodiveesity and !he natural resource base, protects !he 
environment, and maintaiDs and protects the farm family's health and livelihood. Pre-adaptive 
participatory research will be an important research tool in developing NRM technologies. 
To determine !he patemia! of pre-adaptive participatory R&D involves considerable effort in 
me!hodology development. The outputs of!his work are participatory tecimiques and tools for 
gender analysis !hat are nseful inside and outside the CGIAR. These products are truly 
"international public goods," requiring rigorous empírical research on new tecimiques 
integrated with strategic and applied research for technology development. 
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1bis type of methodology development is dispersed ami often sporadic. !he result is 
duplication of effort ami a penistent deticit of knowledge on how 10 incorporate the methods 
cost-effectively. By pooling resources in a systemwide eft'ort, institutions wiIl greatly 
accelerate the development of new tools tbat make farmers gennine partners in rese:u:ch. 
Program Goal 
To improve the ability of the CGIAR System ami other collaborating institutions to develop 
technology wmch alleviates poverty, improves food security ami protects the environment with 
greater equity. 
Program Purpose 
To assess and develop methodologies ami organizational innovations for gender-sensitive 
participatory research, and operationalize their use in plant breeding, crop ami namral resource 
management. 
Beneficiarles 
• Poor farmers, especially women. will benefit from accelerated ami more widespread 
adoption of more appropriate technology. by having regular input into its development. 
• CGIAR centers, NARIs. NGOs, and rural grassroots organjzations will be able 10 work 
more effectively with gender differentiated technology usen, and as a result, they will 
develop ami deliver appropriate technology for low-income farmen more cost-
effectively. 
Expected Impact 
Methods 
• This research will accelerate technology development and adoption for crop 
improvement and natural resource management (NRM), by accelerating learning from 
existing experience and by generating new. widely applicable methodologies for pre-
adaptive participatory research ami gender analysis tested in at least eight contrasting 
projects around the world . 
. • Researchers will have a stronger capacity to process feedback on technology design 
from gender-differentiated client groups. 
lnstitutional strengthening 
• The CGIAR ami NARS will access worldwide exchange of expertise on participatory 
research and gender analysis among a wide range of institutions. 
• ... Better designed teclinOlogies. with a greater probability of adoption and with less time 
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in the pipeline before testing by clients, will result in considerable savings and 
increased impact for NARS. 
• Indigenous systems of crop developmem and narural resource managemem will be 
strengthened ami integrated in a mutually reinforcing way with formal research. 
• Organisational innovations required to "mainstream" geDder analysis and participatory 
approaches will be identified and tested. 
• Capacity-building in participatory research methods ami gender-analysis tools will be 
expanded for a wide audience. 
Poverty-alleviation and environmentaI protection 
• Poor rural women will be important participants in and beneficiarles of the research. 
• The development and adoption of diverse germplasm that uses ami conserves the 
genetic traits deemed valuable by farmers and breeders will be greatly accelerated in 
major food crops. 
• Technologies for narural resource management that increase food security while 
protecting the environment will be more acceptable to users and will be adopted more 
rapidly. 
Innovations 
• Methodologies for pre-adaptive participatory R&D will promote user involvement in 
the early stages of technology designo 
• Gender analysis will be integrated into core plant breeding ami NRM research projects. 
• Through empirical studies and comparative data, it will be possible to assess the payoff 
to participatory methods and gender analysis in different stages of research. 
• NARS, NGOs, and producers will be closely involved with the CGIAR in methodology 
development for participatory R&D. 
• The institutions involved will acquire a stronger capacity to operationalize participatory 
research and gender analysis in their core activities. 
Institutional Partners 
CIAT, CIMMYT, IRRI and ICARDA have agreed to cosponsor this programme in the 
CGIAR. A plan of work has been developed by interested institutions which have capacity to 
. contribute to methodology development are actively engaged in some aspect of participatory 
research. Among partners ofthis character, interest has been indicated to date by a diversity 
of lARes, NGOs and NARS (see list of participants attached). 
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Implementation Period 
• P1anning phase: April 10 December 1996 (completed). 
• Full program: Five years. 1997-2001 
Location 
This will be a global effon. with sires for empirical work, training workshops, and 
dissemination in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. 
Budget 
Total program funding for 1997 amounts 10 USSO.9 million. This will enable partners to 
conduct empirical smdies needed for methodology development, conduct capacity-building 
training and workshops; assess current practices; and network by e-mail. 
Management 
Three decentralized working groups will be formed from projects in their respective thematic 
arcas: participa10ry plant breeding, participatory NRM research, and gender anaIysis. The 8-
member Planning Group has elected representatives from each working group and from 4 types 
of stakeholders (NARIs, NGO's, Donors and IARCs), and will allocate resoueces 10 the 
workplans developed by each working group. 
Executing Agency 
The International Center for Tropical Agriculture (ClAl) in Colombia, South America. 
Outputs 
1. Methods for participatory plant breeding (PPB) 
• Participatory research methods and gender anaIysis tools suitable for integrating farmer 
crop development systems with advanced breeding techniques. 
• Participatory breeding strategies refined for a cross section of species, with guidelines 
on appropriate breeding populations, field techniques, and suitable biotechnology lools. 
• Methods 10 identify, strengthen, and link to research the knowledge and skills of rural 
men and women in germplasm management. 
•. . .. Yarieties acceptable toJarmers mat incorporate traits derived from locallandraces and 
global germplasm. 
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2. Methods for participatory research on natural resource management 
(NRM). 
• _ .... Participatory resean:h methods and gender analysis tools suitable far integrating 
indigenous experimentation on NRM with formal research. 
• Strategies and methods for participatory development of a cross secnon of prototype 
NRM technologies, wbich can address the diversity offa.nners' objectives in soll, 
water, and p1ant rnanagem.ent. 
. • Methods 10 identify. strengthen, and link 10 research the knowledge and skills of rural 
men and women in experlmenting with NRM practices. 
• Technologies acceptable 10 farmers for increasing productivity while protecting the 
enviromnent. 
3. Gender-sensitive methodologies suitable for pre-adaptive participatory 
research. 
• Participatory methods for derermining when it is crucial to involve women at an early 
stage in technology designo 
• Methods mat enable user groups to provide feedback to research from patticipatory 
moni1Oring of gender-differentiated effects of new technologies. 
4. Organizational innovations for institutionalizing participarory approaches 
operationalized and evaluared. 
• Patticípa10ry projects will test and evaluare novel organizationallinkages. 
5. Innovative approaches to capacity building operationalized. 
• International seminars, training and tramers workshops will draw on stildíes of best 
practices and empírica! methodology development. 
6. New pannerships among the lARes. NARS, NGOs andfarmer groups. 
• The programme will provide a mechanism for these different institutions to work 
together in practice. 
Activities: 
• Empírica! field studíes for methodology development will be integrated in10 ongoing 
CGIARlNARS projects. 
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• Tr.ii'ling in participÍttoJj researeh metbods lUId geDder analysis will be offered ro 
IARCs, NARs, lUId prodw:er organizatioos takiDg part in joint projects. 
• SpeCialized workshops will be OlganiV'rl on participatory pIant breeding, participatory 
NRM research, lUId gender analysis. 
• IntematioilaI seminan on comparative analysis of results will be beld ro assess 
applications of the same methodologies across diffetent fields. 
Budget Summary (in US $) 
.... ",- - ~ 
Total grant request: US$990,OOO 
1. Work:shops and empirical srudies for participatory plant breeding: US$640,500 
2. Workshops for participatory NRM: US$130,500 
3. Gender analysis ior participatory research: US$130,500 
4. courses: US$40,OOO" 
5. Project Coordination: US$48,500 
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Introduction 
Ac.hieving the participation of usen - especially women - in the process of technology 
developm.em: is an imponant sttategi.c resea:rch issue, vital to achieving impact which benefits 
peor people. User participation in the early stages of technology design ensw:es that new 
technologies can be adopted rapidly. Household food security, particularly amang children in 
poor countties, is vitalIy affected by women's access to income-generating technologies. 
Gender anaiysis is an important too) for ensuring that user participation includes women, so 
that their speciaJ needs and consttaints are taken into account in technology development. The 
"feminization of poverty,' a trend which is driving rural women in particular to form an 
increasing proportion of the very poor, malees it increasingly imperative that a high priority 
and visibility be given to sttengthening, consolidating and main streaming gender analysis and 
participatory research in !he CGlAR system. 
Need for a Systemwide Effort 00 Metbodology Developmeot aod 
Organizational Innovation in Participatory R&D and Gender AnaIysis 
Over the last decade, substantial. work has 1::!en done to introduce a user perspective into 
adaptive research. For example, ClMMYT' s development of on-farm research methodology 
and resulting manuals and training have been very influential, as have OP's "farmer back-to-
farmer" approach, IRRI's experience with !he Women and Rice Farnting Network, FAO's 
Women and People's Participation in Development. ISNAR's study of client oriented 
approaches and CIAT's farmer participatory research. At present tbere is a significant growth 
in tbe application of exrant participatory techniques in adaptive research and technology 
transfer. 
This proposal builds upon past work, but offers something more. It originates from recent 
evidence that user participation can be critical in preadaptive stages of certain types oC 
research. In contrast to earlier approaches to on-farm research, preadaptive participatory 
R&D brings users actively into the early stages of technology development. as researchers and 
decision-makers who help to set priorities, defme eriteria for success and determine when an 
innovation is "ready" for release to farmers. Tbe benefits of this approach are summarized in 
Box 1. 
To determine tbe potential of preadaptive participatory R&D involves considerable effort in 
'. metbodology development. At present, it is difficult to say what degree of user participation is 
appropriate al an early stage in me researeh process. and tor which circumstances. Some 
experience suggests tbat preadaptive-adaptive participatory R&D moves scientists into a 
differenl set of strategic research questions. and creates a new division of labor between 
scientists and farmers. Otber research suggests that preadaptive participatory R&D may 
reduce me eosts of applied research, (see for example, Ashby, 1995; Berg, 1995; Tbrupp, 
1995; Sperling, 1995; Welzein,~ 1995). A recent study which set out to evaluate a cross-section 
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of experiences in different parts of the world with participatory research. found that therc was 
too litt1e evidence being conected on which te base an evaluation (Okali and Sumerg, 1995). 
Methodology development is needed te sym:matize approaches te this new division of labor, 
and te identify when it is advamageous. Investigation of me appropriate techniques lO use in 
preadaptive participatory R&D can significaotly improve me eflici.ency of the whole research 
proc:ess, and im relevance te usen. 
The CGlAR has been refocussing and restrneturing its actimes te address me interrelated 
issues of poverty alleviation, preservation of the natural resource base, and sustainable 
increases in agricullUral productivity in developing countries. Simple production-oniy oriented 
teclmologies are no longer suitable within this more holistic perspective. CGlAR research has 
shown that it is possible to increase production while carefully husbanding the soil and water 
resource base and managing pesm. However, the complex knowledge upon which such 
sustainable management practices are based must be synthesized in a way that farmers can 
readily adopt and modit'Y them. We know little of what determines the acceptability of 
knowledge-intensive technologíes or what approach may be the mos! efficient te developing 
and testing prolOtypes. Clearly a close working relationship with farmers should help us in 
understanding the issues impinging on the adoptability oí these technologies and in their actual 
development. 
BOl[ 1. Benefits ol upstream particlpatory R&D. 
• Farmers participate in research priority-setting. 
• In the early stages of technology development, concepts of what technology clients are 
Iikely to adopt are improved. 
• Target environments for evaluating technology are defined more accurately together 
with farmers. 
• Technologíes are in users' hands. and adopted more rapidly. 
• There are fewer, costly ·white elephant" technologies on the shelf. 
• Harnesses clients' knowledge and creativity to technology designo 
Gender analysis is used in participatory research because it is necessary to determine which are 
the appropriate client groups to actively participate, and whether those particípants need to be 
gender differentiated. Many of the avallable tools of gender analysis are a subset of 
participatory research methods (although not al! gender analysis is participatory). More 
efflCient,-eost-effective diagnostic methods are needed which will serve as initial probes to 
determine the gender-specificity of a prototype technology in the early stages of research. 
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Researchers need sbarper methods to understand when differentiatiDg users by gender will be 
of critical importance; and fanners need tools to help them choose appropriate participants in a 
joim research effon. 
A vital element in !be restructuring of!be CGIAR is !be creation of new pannerships 
emphasizing broader participation of stakeholders in setting research priorities. and in !be 
conduct of developmem-oriented research. During!be ICW '95 meetings in October. 
discussion of the priority-setting process was concerned with !be urgent need to enhance !be 
impact of research on !be well-being of the poor with particular attention to women. 
Achieving mis goal will require building new partnerships not only with respect to institutional 
relatioDShips, but abo in tenns of research methodology mat promotes participation of gender-
differentiated client groups in the process of technology designo 
It is imponant mat the CGIAR, as a role model for a participatory research process, have a 
demonstrated capacity lO use methodologies which create a common ground for working with 
!be NGO sector and atnong producer organjzatioDS involved with!be poor, and especially poor 
women in developing coumries. A systemwide progratn of participatory research and gender 
analysis will testify lO a serious effon to "mainstreatn" !bese methods within!be new CGIAR. 
There is growing recognítion of mis need in severa! of the CGIAR Centers, expressed in some 
of!be systemwide progratnS of rescarch, and scattered experience which shows imponant 
benefits of upstreatn panicipatory R&D in accelerating the adoption of technology. However, 
current experimentation with this approach in the Centers is dispersed and ofien sporadic. In 
!be absence of a mechanism for systetnatizing this research, there is considerable duplication of 
this fragmemary, ad hoc effon, resulting in lost momentum. 
Duplication of effon in methodology development for preactaptive participatory R&D not onIy 
sIows down !be learning process, but abo contributes to inefficiem use of the very scarce 
capacity world-wide for innovation in !bese methods. As a resulto aIthough references 10 the 
need for participatory approaches and for atrention to geoder analysis are plentiful, !bere is a 
deficit of knowledge on how to incorporate these methodological approaches into early stages 
of technology design in a cost-effective way. 
A coordinated. systemwide research effon can address some imponant opponunities for 
methodology development which will determine how quickly panicipatory research and gender 
analysis are incorporated inlO the mainstreatn of CGIAR research. 
The outputs of mis work are participalOry techniques and guidelines for their use mat are 
useful inside and outside the CGIAR. These products are truly "international public goods" 
requiring rigorous empírical research. 
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lDnovative featores 01 this proposal 
• A rigorous assessment oi the general indications that participatory research med10ds 
and gender analysis are important for success oi technology design and adoption. will 
be condllcted. 
• This research will provide guidelines well-grounded in scientific research on the 
circumstances in wbich these approaches work and why, and the costs and benefits oi 
different ways tu operationalize mem. 
• '!be program will provide a working model in the CG of how to operationalize and 
mainstream the use of participatory research and gender analysis, and the capacity 
building and organizational innovatÍons needed to do this. '!be systemwide program 
will be carried out in close partnership amoDg the organizations - lARCs, NGOs, 
NARIs, UniversitÍes and grassroots organizations - that need to institutionalize capacity 
tu use participatory research and gender analysis. 
Genesis ol this propasal 
This proposal is the product oi a seminar and planning meeting conducted trom September 9-
14, 1996 at Call, Colombia which brought together an international group oi fifty researchers 
and development professionals highiy experienced in participatury research and gender 
analysis. '!bey represented lARCs, NARIs, universities, Naos and donors (see Annex 1 for 
participant list). '!bese scientists and development practitioners !rom Asia, Latín America, 
Central America, Africa (cast, west, south and north), South and Southeast Asia, the Middle 
East and Europe joined efforts ro develop this research plan tu address the priority 
methndological issues in participatory research and gender analysis. They defined the program 
goal, purpose and workplans for three working groups: plant breeding; natural resource 
management, and gender analysis. 
This document synthesizes the recommendations developed by the participants in the planning 
meeting 
Program Goal 
'. To improve the ability of the CGlAR System and other collaborating institutions to develop 
technology which allevíates poverty, improves foad security and protects the environment with 
greater equity. 
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Program Purpose 
To assess ami develop methodologies and organizational innovations fur gender-sensitive 
participatory research, and operationalize meir use in plant breeding, crop and natural resource 
management. 
General Strategy 
The strategy proposed for this program will be to integrate me proposed research on 
methodology dcvelopment and organjzarjonal innovation and capacity building by me program 
into ongoing projects of me collaborating institutiOllS. The Planning Meeting held by me 
systemwide initiative identified a promising body of initial work wmcn can strengthened, 
further advanced, and united under this systemwide umbrella. Incorporating participatory 
research metllods and gender anaIysis into ongoing research will enable partners to accomplish 
resuIts by conducting systematic comparisons ef new approaches in contrasting environments, 
to different types of technology developmem. and witll diverse user and stakeholder groups. 
This will provide results on tIle use of tIlese metllods wmcn command respect and ensure 
visibility . 
The Systemwide program provide a framework for comparing results obtained from 
participatory research and gender anaIysis. This collaboration in comparative anaIysis will 
produce results not acmevable by individuals or projects working in isolation. Bex 2 shows 
pay-offs to joint efforts identified in tIle P1anning Meeting. !he introduction of participatory 
metllods and gender anaIysis into ongoing researen projects will involve training for this 
purpose, so helping to multiply capacity for use of the metllods witllin NARIs, NGOs and 
other direct partners. 
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Box 2: Adv:mtages of workiDg together: pereepdons of partlc:ipants from 1ARCs, 
NARIs, NGOs and Gl'aSSl oots OrgaDizatioos in tbe SWI Planning 
Meeting 
• Can develop guide1ines fur using methodologies and organization innovatioos on 
the basis of comparisODS among tecfmologies. user group. and 
agrosocioeconomic enviromnent 
• Can increase R&D capacíty by joint work: and accelerate a common leaming 
process derived from sharing global experience. 
• Joint work solidifies parmershlps and the capacity te build them: tbís includes 
lARCs learning from NGOs. 
• Joint work allows for more cost-effective divisions of research labor. 
Background and Justification 
Demand for Participatory Research and Gender A.no.lysis 
Ir is now well recogl)i.zed tbat formal sector rescarch, including tbat of Ihe CGIAR, 
should be impact-oriented and focussed on utilization ol results. Donors, research managers 
and scientists who are concerned about Ihe extent and pace of impact are now increasingly 
articulate about Ihe need for participatory approaches to achieve Ibis goal. 
Participatory plant breeding 
Methodology to enable plant breeders to use participatery R&D in the preadaptive stages of 
research is perceived by lARCS, NARI's ANO NGOs as needed te improve the impact of 
plant breeding in heterogenous environments. 
-_ The incorporation of participatory methods inte plant breeding began in Ihe mid-1980 by 
involving farmers in the evaluation ol new tnaterials. The gap between users' and breeders' 
criteria for acceptability of new pIant types identified through participatory research is 
stimulating plant breeders te introduce user participation at earHer stages in applied research, 
to Ihe point where farmers are selecting parents and individual plants from segregating 
populations. As a result, participatory methods are perceived by some plant breeders as 
comparableto biotechnology techniques in opening up new frontiers in breeding (Kornegay et 
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al., 1995; Ceccarelli et al., 1995; Zimmermann, 1995; Hardon, 1995; Iglesias and Hernández, 
1994). 
Drawing on mese experiences, a workshop on "Participa1Ory PIant Breeding Approaches" was 
sponsored by IDRC, IPGRI, FAO and the Center for Genetic Resources, the Netherlands in 
July 1995. The participanrs included pIant breeders and social scientists from CGIAR, NARIs 
and NGO programs. They identified the need for altemative approaches 10 classical 
centralized plant breeding 10 address genotype-environment interaction in highly heterogenous 
environments, typically those in which resource poor farmers in developing countries are 
found. Because there are no established guidelines on how 10 achieve this, a number of 
research needs were identified. 
Specifically, the workshop identified a need for comparative analysis of different approaches, 
including conventional as well as participatory, and for building on farmer or community 
breedersystems. This analysis is needed to guide choice of the most appropriate breeding 
approaches for different circumstaDCes, and for different types of crop (self-pollinated, open-
pollinated or clonally-propagated). The comparative analysis of methods should address their 
rate of success, the time it takes for materials to reach farmers, and the costs of different 
approaches. The workshop participants proposed that: 
"The CGIAR could playa major role in methodology development, and be able 10 
transfer sueh methodology to the various partners in the processes. The CGIAR 
eould establish an inter-center working group on partieipatory breeding methodology 
to provide some guidance in this, and to pool resources.· 
(Workshop proceedings -IPGRI, 1995). 
Box 3. Key issues to be addressed in participatory plant breeding. 
• Can participatory plant breeding combine indigenous and scientific knowledge 
by working with farmers, in a way that maximizes genetic diversity and 
inereases productivity? 
• What are the most appropriate technical breeding strategies (including 
biotechnologies) for partnership between farmers' crop selection systems and 
formal breeding programs, to achieve this goal? 
Need for training of partners in participatory breeding was also identified by the workshop 
participants: for institutional breeders within the CGIAR, and in NARls; and for NGO's, 
farmer organiz:itions and seed producers, to improve the type of partnership which is integral 
to the newCGIAR: 
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Y~i.Many NGOs ate already involved in such ttaining adivities at me loca1level, but 
oiten Jac:k adequate knowledge and easy access ro sources of information. Many 
institutioual programmes see such adivities as competing with rather Iban 
.. , w "' .... '" ,.. .... __ 
".. complementiog their own efforts ro strengthen and expand me institutional system 
.: ofbIMting and seed production. These problems ate at me root of me often strained 
~ .' telati.oDSbips between CGIAR ceut.e.ts, NARIs and NGOs. They can for fundamental 
change5 in attitudes, with awareness training at all levels, especialIy at me level of 
_.': institut!onal management.· (Workshop proceedings - IPGRI, 1995) . 
. ~.~ , ; -~- , . 
At me ~ 1996 SWI P!anning Meeting, the plant bteeding working group took 
another step forward in defining me rationale fur this interinstitutional collaboration. The 
group e1aborated a framework for participatory approaches in plant breeding research, and 
highligbtéd me need Cor institutional models to support decentralized bteeding on a broad 
scale. Participarory breeding needs better targeting to specific users and agrosocioeconomic 
environments, and new kinds of support services which ensure that resource poor farmÍ:rs 
benefit from the products of participatory breeding, (eg. me seed sector) (See Fig. 3) 
Box 4. Key organizational questions to be addressed for participatory plant 
breeding. 
• What degree of decentralization oi research is needed to reach resource·poor 
farmers 
• What institutional arrangements can achieve this decentralization most cost-
effectively? 
• What strategies provide farmers with access ro me products of participatory 
plant breeding: what should be me balance between me formal seed sector and 
farmer-Ied seed systems? 
The need to better differentiate just which users should panícipate in plant breeding and to identify 
which users and stakeholders actualty benefit wben participatory plant breeding approaches are 
used was identified as one of the important methodological challenges for the systemwide 
.. programo In the SWI Planning Meeting the working group addressed the need for methodology 
to incorporate user differentiation and gender anaIysis into participatory plant breeding: ie. direct 
users, seed producers, processors and consumers. Qnly some ongoing participatory breeding 
projects incorporate gender anaIysis and user differentiation-- although it is recognized by most 
that women are ofien plant breeders in small farm production systems, respousible for 
domesticating wild species, selecting germplasm and saving seed. 
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lntegrated Natural Resource Management Research UNICAO [;~ ¡iHCilMACION y 
iJ0CUMC'u AC 10M 
The application of partíciparory approaches (similar to that which oceurred in plant breeding) is 
now underway in natural resource mamgement (NRM) research in a broad array of organizations. 
A comparable disquiet is evident over the difficu1ty of achieving impaet for !bis research in 
heterogeneous, fragile environments, with diverse c1ient groups. In these fragile environmenr.s and 
!he supposedly robust and more favorable producti.on environments, the technologíes required to 
sustain agricultural productivity growth require informed, sophisticated and often collective 
mamgement decisious by farmers. Tlms, a similar call for participatory approaches to address 
these difficulties is now being made. 
As in plant breeding, partieiparory methods and geoder anaIysis can be applied ro NRM ro harness 
local knowledge and users' eritena for acceptability (whieh may oflen be women's knowledge and 
critena). These are important for!he design of flexible or plastie NRM prolotypeS oc mamgement 
options. They are key as well to a process of involving diverse and less visible stakeholders. 
Close linkage between farmers and researchers, and farmer involvement in the process of 
teehnology desígn has been identified as essential in soil-water natural resource management 
research (TAC, 1995, Annex 1:53; Greenland et. al 1994; SWNM initiative proposal). Case 
sttldies of participalOry watershed mamgement identitY a participatory approach to technologícal 
mnovation as well as to social organization as an important element of success (Pretty et al, 1995; 
Ashby and Beltran, 1996 fortheoming). This view was fully supported by participants in the 
September 1996 SWI Planning Meeting NRM working group. 
The SWI Planning Meeting in September 1996 was the first opportunity for a group of NRM 
practitioners from the CGIAR and other institutions to analyze Ihe need for eollaborative work 
-on deve!opment of partieipatory methods and gender analysis for natural resource management 
research. !he NRM research working group focused on improving the management of resources, 
ralher!han material technologies. The group emphasized need for participatory experimentation, 
and !he development of interactive databases wruch include indigenous know!edge about NRM, 
and which can be readily accessed by stakeholders (including farmers). Local capacity has to be 
enhanced through participatory approaches for analyzing resource constraints, monitoring change 
in natural resources and adapting technologies to changing environments. 
Organizational innovation for participalOry approaches was also identified by the NRM working 
.. group as a central issue needing further work. Different types of technology and resources have 
lO be mamged at different scales, by stakeholders with oflen diverse and even cooflicting interests. 
A challenge in NRM research is to identify or help catalyze effective organizational arrangements 
at different scales, and lO ensure inclusion of different user and stakeholder groups throughout. 
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Box S. Key management and organizational questions addressed by 
partidpatory natural management researc.b. 
• How can capacity for user participation in moni1Oring dynamic resource 
trends at .different sca1es (field, farm, cornmunity level ami beyond) be 
enhanced? 
• What are appropriate ways 10 conduct participa10ry assessment or 
experimentation fur the bulky technologies which are oiten characteristic 
ofNRM? 
• How should suitable strategies be developed for building participation in 
local organizations at the scale needed for resource management ami 
which are themselves sustainable and include the fuil range of relevant 
stakeholders? 
The NRM group gave high importanCe to the use and development of participatory methods in 
a learning process approach (see Fig. 1). Developing tools ami guidelines in a learning process 
approach is particularly important in NRM because there are a range of complex trade-offs 
between conservation and productivity acceptable 10 farmers, and 10 other stakeholders in natural 
resource management. Acceptable solutions need 10 be negotiated, ami are typically highly location 
specific. This makes the identification of technologica1 as well as institutional recommendations 
difficult for centralized research and policy-makers. Instead, tueehanÍStuS methods and tool5 have 
10 be provided that will enable stakeholders to develop locally acceptable recommendations. 
The NRM group prioritized two maIn thrusts for future work: 
• An assessment of the state of the art in applications of participatory research and gender 
analysis to NR.\1 problems. This would define where the maIn oppoJ:'ttlnities are for further 
work. the types of NRM technologies and management options, ami the types of 
environment. 
• Conduct case studies of action research for comparative analysis of the process of 
implementing participatory approaches and gender analysis in the NRM research projects. 
This would involve moni1Oring a learning process approach, emphasizing capacity building 
and operationalizing new methods and organizational approaches. Comparative analysis 
of a variety of approaches will provide guidance 10 researchers and farmers on ways to 
build on their local knowledge, expand their management options, and develop proccsses 
for local and extra local management. organizational innovation and negotiation. 
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Relationship to Ecoregional Research 
1b.e CGIAR ecoregíonal concept involves multidiscipl.imu:y research on the sustainable 
improvement of agricultural productivity. lO achieve demonstrared impact in common sites by 
joining efforts among instit:ut:íons with complemeotary expertise. 
This research program will forge a specialized resource for ecoregíonal iniriatives lO draw on. 
Integrating the proposed methodology development with ongoing CGIAR projects will incIude 
coUaborative research in benchmark sites of ecoregíonal programs. This will bring world-wide 
expertise in participalOry research 10 bear on ecoregíonal needs, and the training activities will 
strengthen the capacity-building function of ecoregional programs. Management support for 
coordinating this proposed program with NARIs will be sought tbrough the ecoregíonal programs. 
Use of participatory methods in CGIAR and coUaborating national programs will belp 10 promote 
effective communication and collaborative work: with NGOs and grassroots organizations 
necessary 10 ecoregional partnerships. 
Relationship to tbe CGIAR Program for Gender Analysis 
At present, use of gender analysis in the CGIAR remains experimental, and "has not yet resuIted 
in significant changes in research practice, although a few centers are making some progress .• 
As a result the institutional commitment to main streaming gender analysis witbÍn the CGIAR 
Centers remains fragile (Report of Gender Program 1995:14-24). 
Continuation of the CGIAR Gender program has been proposed to encourage, support and build 
on the progress 10 date. Recognizing that "gender analysis is one dimension of the user 
perspective in technology development and wom best in this contextO (CGIAR Gender program 
propasal, October 1995:1) the program of research proposed bere would support and streng(ben 
!he effectiveness of efforts 10 institutionalize gender analysis in me CGIAR system in two ways. 
• by providing me Gender Analysis program wim an avenue for institutionalization which 
maÍntains its visibility and at the same time, links its activities firmly to core research 
activities of!he Centers through a systemwide initiative. 
• by linking use of gender analysis to effective demand among CGIAR scientists for 
prcadaptive-adaptive as well as adaptive participatory R&D approaches to piant breeding 
and NRM research. 
At!he mid-term meeting of the CG in Jakarta in May, 1996, !he Gender Analysis Program made 
the following proposal to the participants in the donor meeting on this SWI. The proposed 
systemwide program will incorporate the resarch-related, gender anaIysis functions of me CG 
Gender Program, while the management and staffmg-related functions of that program would 
continue to be conducted by the CG Secretariat. 
~ -.~~ - - ~ 
It is proposed here that the Gender Analysis Pro~ram will maintain a visible identity witbÍn me 
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systemwide program.. with a separate budget ro support capacity-bnjlding acti:vities, and ro contract 
!be CODSl1ltant wbo would manage its acti.v:ities. Tbese acti:vities would contimJe ro involve advisiDg 
CG centcts and !beir parmers on the incorporalÍOn oí gender analysis into their researcb. programs, 
networking with IARC focal group members, as well as facilitating training, dissemínatíon of 
training materials and consu1tancies fur this pmpose. 
A new djmension of !be Gender Analysis Program would be its membership of the Gender 
Analysis Working Group of the systemwide program.. and participation of the consultant in 
providing metbodological input and analysis by this group ro !be empirica1 research studies of the 
systemwide programo The gender program will continue ro provide ttaining and consultancíes ro 
CGIAR Centers on demand, whether or not these Centers are active particiants in other activities 
of!be Systemwide program, as its resources and capacity permits. 
Involvemenr of the CG Gender Analysis Program in implemenring the core research agenda of !be 
CG and its panners through this systemwide program, will provide the mechanisms for firm 
institutionalization of gender analysis in the CG with !be inception of the Systemwide Program in 
1997. 
Expected Outputs oC the Systemwide Program 
The plan ot work: developed by the working groups in the systemwide initiative Plannjng Meeting 
identified six types of expected outputs: 
1. Methods for participatory approaches in plant breeding developed and evaluated. 
2. Methods tor participatory natural resoutce management research assessed and developed. 
3. Strategíes for including gender-sensitive participatory methods in research assessed, 
developed and institutionalízed. 
4. Organizational innovanons for institutionalízing participatory approacbes operationalized 
and evaluated. 
5. Capacity for participatory research and gender analysis further developed in the form of 
a critical ruass oC expertise in participatory research and gender analysis; innovative 
approaches lO capacity building operationalízed. 
6. Procedures for building new parmerships among the IARCs, NARS, NGOs and farmer 
groups realízed to utilíze effectively complementarities among partners, and to accelerate 
learning about participatory research and gender analysis. 
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Program Strategy 
The expected outputs wül be achieved by integrating metbod development, organ;7'1Itional anaIysis 
and capacit:y building for partici:patory research and gender analysis (PR&GA) in a learning 
process approach (Figure 1). Thc elaboralion aod intcgration of tbese tour elements is descdbed 
in the section "Description of E.xpected Outputs". The leaming process approach is a common 
strategy adopted by the SWI participants. 
Figure 1. Program Strategy • A learning Process Approach 
Develop iDnovative 
approacbes for using 
PR & GA in preadaptive-research 
Compare and evaluate 
existIng and new approaches 
toPR&GA 
Conduct capacity building 
needed to catalyze change 
in practice 
Introduce and 
evaluate iDnovatiODS 
required to operationalize 
PR & GA approaches 
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Organization oC the Systemwide Program 
Tbe program of work required 10 achieve the expected outputs identified by the pa:rticipants in 
the SWI planning Meeting exceeds the individual capacity of any one of me cooperating 
iDstitntions. Tbe research program has been designed 10 be implemented through collaboration 
among lARes, NARIs, NGOs ami grassroot organizations. This collaboration demands 
transparent ami cost-effective organization. PrincipIes of organization were developed by the 
"Partnership' task force at the SWI Planning Meeting ami endorsed by the participants. 
Organizational principies include: 
• Decentralized partnership among lARCs, NARIs, NGOs and GRO's which are a 
locus of practítioners of participatory research. Practitioners introduce applications of 
me memods ínto meir ongoing plant breeding andIor natural resource management 
projeets, consistent wim meir priorities, using me agreed-upon common strategy and 
workplan for comparing applicaúons across different fields. 
• Three working groups: participatory plant breeding; participatory natural resource 
managt!lllent research; and gender ana1ysis. Workíng groups ínvolve practitioners 
from lARCs, NARIs, NGOs, GRO's and indigenous research systems in implementing 
studies consistent with me common workplan developed in September 1996. Working 
groups include a mix of biophysica! and social scientists. Working group members 
need 10 meet Cace to Cace in periodic research workshops. or site visits; and to seleet 
members to contribute to me systemwide semínars. 
• Planning Group composed of eight elected members: 
• Three representatives, one eleeted from each of me three working groups; 
• Four representatives eleeted from each of fue four stakeholder groups in me 
initiative: NARIs, NGOs, lARCs (not íncludíng me convening center) and 
donors; 
• ene member from me Conveníng Center. 
The Planníng Group was mandated to obtain input from fue working groups to finalize 
" guidelines for me inclusion of projeets in executing me workplan ami to define fue informaúon 
exchange and capacity-building strategy for me programo A steering committee, elected from 
members of me planníng group, is responsible for operational tasks delegated by the Planníng 
Group ami includes: one representative each from the working groups, and fue Conveníng 
Center. 
•. , . - Management of the program. Overa!l execution, coordination and technical and 
fmaneia! reporting will be me responsibility of me implementing agency for me 
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program.. CIAT. Thc main CGlAR pattneIs wi1l be IRRI, CIMMYT and CIAT and 
ICARDA. CIAT has assigned a staff member lO support !be program's coordiDation. 
• Projects submittcd for membership by participants in !be working groups and saeencd 
by !be P1anning Group for consisteDcy with Program Guidelincs (shown in Box 6), wi1l 
be !be !l!C'1':banism for carrying out !be plan of work described in detail below and in !be 
work breakdown diagrams in Figmes 3 and 4. 
• ResoUlc:e aDoeation. The workplan designed by !be working group participants will be 
!be !l!C'1':banjsm for aIlocating grants lO tbe Systemwide program. Tbese funds will be 
~ aIlocated lO activities in tbe workplan by members' representati.ves in tbe P1annjng 
Group. Grants lO the program will be used lO cofinaru:e ongoing projects lO execute 
e1emenls of the Program's Work:plan. Working group members may seek additional 
fimding for projects with Program endorsement. and assistance, and will manage these 
resources themselves. 
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Proposed cdtetia for inc:Iusion of projects in the systemwide 
propam.* 
Project proposaJs should specify: 
1. .. Participatory approach: plan for how tbe project will work: with farmers' 
orgauizations or groups of farmers. 
2.·: lDterinstitutionallinkages: involvemem 01 at least two institutioos. 
3. Clear agreement from all partners on tbe resources each will allocate to tbe 
project. 
4. ExpOOt coosideration of gender representation (ofpartners) and gender 
issues in tbe proposed research. 
S. Plan to involve men and women in implementing tbe research. 
6. Strategy for gerting access to multidisciplinary teams which take into 
account social science and natural science skills. 
7. Plan to build on farmers' skills. 
8. Clearly-defined time frame. 
9. Monitoring and evalnation plan. 
10. Clear definition 01 tbe roles of partners in research and capacity building. 
11.Statement of what project will offer to tbe systemwide programo 
12.Statement of what project expects from tbe systemwide programo 
13.Statement oí resources available and resources required. 
14.Plan for sustaining project activities at community level alter phasing out of 
project. 
* Task Force on "Partnership", Systemwide Initiative Planning Meeting 9/14/96 
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Activities 
Scientific conferences and information exchange 
International seminars and papers for !bis will be me main mechanism for reporting progress 
on me work:plan. The systemwide planning Meeting in September. 1996 was preceded by a 
three day sem.ina:r in which pan:icipants in me plant breeding, natural resource management ami 
gender working groups assessed me Wstate of me art". formulated methodology development 
needs and defined organizational concems (see Proceedings of me International Semínar on 
Participatory Research and Gender Analysis for Technology Developmem, 1996-forthcoming). 
Working groups will conduct regional workshops to help partners monitor empirical smdies, 
exchange results of work in progress, adjust research methods together, and visít sites. 
Regular email buIletins and information newsletters ciI:culated thrice yearly have been 
proposed by me seminar participants as important for ensuring active exchange among 
globally -dispersed field researchers. 
Dissemination of guidelines for using participatory approaches and gender 
analysis 
The publication ami distribution of results will indude regular intemational seminars and 
working group proceedings; manuals on specific methodologies; results of empirica! studies in 
journal and book form to a broad audience including Centers, NARIs, NGO's and grassroots 
organizations. 
Capacity Building 
Participants in che SWI Planning Meeting identified capacity building as an integral part of me 
general strategy for me proposed programo Capacity building activíties will involve me 
following: 
• Monitoring and evaluation of che operationalization of novel, gender-sensitive 
participatory approaches in plant breeding and NRM research in a learning process 
approach. This will involve capacity building among che participants in chese empírica! 
efforts, ami will generate lessons to be shared in che systemwide working groups and 
intemational seminars. 
• In che course of ímplementing empírical srudies, working groups will identify common 
needs for training in participatory research approacbes and gender analysis. The 
program coordination will belp organize and fund inputs for !bis training, using 
resources of che program for !bis purpose. Every effort will be made to "piggy-back" 
training and worksbops onto partners' events organized for cheír ongoing projects. 
• Consultancies on participatory approaches or gender analysis will be supplied, drawing 
on-resources donated to me program and expertise marshaled by che systemwide 
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programo Dem.and fur and supply of technical advice will be identified through the 
worldng groups in the course of conducting the empirical studies and may include 
reques¡s from entities not actively involved in these studies. The program coordination 
will help DetWork requests tor technicaJ advice with providers, through the worlcing 
group members. 
Empirical studies 
The plans (see Fig. 3 and 4) developed by the Worlcing Groups include two types of empirical 
studies to assess and develop participatory approaches and gender anaIysis fur preadaptive 
plant breeding and NRM research. One involves controlled comparison of different strategies, 
ie the saIne breeding populations are managed with and without farmer participation. This 
enables breeders to evaluate the changes in genetic variation, as weU as the degree of 
acceptabillty and rates of adoption which result !rom the classical and participatory breeding 
approaches. A second approach involves case studies selected tor action research and process 
monitoring: methodology development integrated with capacity building tor participatory NRM 
research lends itseIf to this approach. 
Some of the key components of the empirical studies incIude: 
• Identlfication and difl'erentiatioD among the relevant ttser groups to determine who 
should participate and at what stages of the research process. Better methods are 
needed for assessing ex-ante, if there willlikeIy be a differentia1 impact of a proposed 
feature of a technology for different users: men or women; market or subsistence-
oriented farmers; producers or consumers. 
• Participatory e.'t ante evaIuatiOD of aIternative technoIogies including indigenous 
practices. to obtain feedback from diverse users and stakeho Iders about their different 
criteria tor acceptability. Participatory evaIuations can be carried out in existing on-
farro triaIs. experiment stations. in farmers' fields, or in broader comTTlllnity resource 
management units and can involve numerous contrasting types of user groups. The 
extent to which farmer knowledge helps to reorient technoIogy design can be assessed. 
Method development ís needed to enabIe farmers and scientists to evaIuate the potentia1 
acceptability ot prototype technoIogícal options in early stages of research. 
.. Experimentation to test selected technological options: experiments conducted in the 
earIy stages of research, may include treatments designed, managed and analyzed with 
user participatíon aIongside researcher-managed treatments. Methods are needed for 
participatory experimentation with Iarge, diverse breeding populations, and with 
resource management at the landscape scaIe or in complex situations which defy 
replication. 
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• Indlgenous experimentadon is an important component in tbe methodology 
development studies. Monitoring local farmer experimentation provides a check on tbe 
validity of information obtained from ex-ante evaluations, and in experimenrs. It may 
also open up avenues for redirecting research altogetiler. In plant breeding this involves 
study of tbe local use of biodiversity and farmer' own breeding strategies. In natural 
resource management this involves monitoring farmer-introduced resource conservadon 
practices and tbe evolution of management strategies. Mefuods need to be developed 
for participatory monitoring of indigenous experimentation by local people and for 
defining entry points where formal science might strengthen fanners' own research 
capacity. 
• Innovadon to assess and test which organizational options facilitate cost effective 
participatory approaches and gender anaIysis; and which facilitate scaling up tbese 
efforts. 
• Gender anaIysis ror oomparison of results obtained wifu and without tbe participation 
of women in a specific conten provides empírical evidence of fue effects of including 
gender analysis on fue design of fue technology, on feedback to researchers about user 
preferences, and on rates of adaptation and adoption of tbe resulting technologies. 
• Cost-benefit anaIysis can be carried out to assess the quality and quamity of human 
resources and otber support costs required for different approaches, including 
conventional, participatory and indigenous experimentation. Participatory approaches 
to provide this feedback need to be developed and fue concept of costs and benefits 
needs to be broadened to include social as well as grassroots criteria. 
• Monitoriog of rates of adaptation and adoption in tbe different user groups are 
monitoted to provide data on fue distribution of benefits of fue different approaches. 
Participatory monitoring and impact aasessment mefuodologies are needed which can 
rapidly feedback infonnation to partners about farmer adaptations which can be readily 
incorporated into technology design, to improve adoption and impacto 
• OperationaJizing new practice tbrough capacity building and institudonalization. 
Strategies fOI motivating stakeholders to use participatory approaches and gender 
analysis, as well as for enhancing fueir capacity to do so need to be built into fue 
conduct of fue tesearch itsel!. Action-research is an iterative process whereby all 
parmers learn by doing. Early attention to capacity-building facilitates 
institutionalization of relevant results. 
• Development of a framework for comparative analysis oC results !rom empirical 
studies. A common framework for comparative anaIysis of the empírica! studies is 
being developed jointly by tbe researchers involved in the Initiative. One goal is to 
identify fue circumstances which tender participatory approaches more or less useful 
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aod lO generate widely-appl.i.cable guideliDes for me use of me 1IIethodo1ogy. An 
explicit focus on site, crop, technology characterization will help define wbich 
d)atticipatoIy methods aod organizational fonns give me best results under wbat type of 
:.. e circumstaDces. 
"':: 
Some elements of a common framework are illustt:ated in Box 7. 
Box7. Example ol elements ol a common framework for eomparative anaIysis 
• Parameters to compare sites aod projects. 
typology of tecbnologies to be contrasted ego short-terro productivity (varieties) vs. 
long-terro conservation (NRM) tecbnologies. 
typology of agroecosystems or environments ego highly heterogeneous vs. uniforro; 
favored vs. unfavored; 
typology oi indigenous crop development and natural conservation systems. 
distinguishing features of local institutional context: eg strong local groups and 
comnmnity cohesiveness vs. weak or absent local groupings 
• Parameters for methodology assessment across fields of research. 
Workplan 
techniques of participatory research and gender analysis lO be used in difierent 
situationi. 
stages of the learning process lO be compared (Figure 1). 
types of stakeholders who need to be directly and indirectly involved 
variables to be monitored to assess costs and rates oC succesS. 
Five year workplan 
Each of three working groups in the Systemwide Initiative Planning meeting developed a 
workplan showing outputs (or expected outputs), activities and indicators of progress. The 
proposed activities address the six expected outputs presented in SlUnmary forro earlier, 
whléil are oow described iIÍ detall and related lO the proposed outputs (shown in each section 
below in italics); and activities of me working groups, shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5 at me end 
of this section. 
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Description oi expected outputs 
1. Assessment and Development of Participatory ApproaclJes to PIant BreediDg. 
Workplan Outputs 
• Assessment and develcpment 01 effeClive participatory methods in plant breeding, 
with focus on: 
- fanners' breeding 
- plant seLeClion (segregating Unes) 
variety seleClÍOn (fixed lilles) 
• Beneficiary groups more accurately involved & targeted in participatory breeding 
through methods develcpment for involving airea & indirect stakeholders. 
Most of !he exísting applications of participarory approaches in plant breeding involve fmners 
in relatively downstream selection of advanced lines or finished varieties. Preadaptive 
participatory research in breeding is an area where melhodologies are still incipient. At 
present it is difficult ro say what degree of user participation is appropriate, at what level of !he 
breeding process, and for which environments. To develop melhodological guidelines targeted 
at specific crops (ie. self pollinated, open-pollinating, clonally-propagated) and contexts, !he 
proposed program will conduct empírical srudies along Ihe Unes described aboye. One set of 
case srudies will explore how most effectively to invoIve farmers in Ihe formal research 
process, a second set of cases willlook at Ihe role of scientists in strengthening farmers' own 
breeding efforts. 
Empírical studies involve farmers in selecting parents, in making selection from segregating 
populations, in evaluating advanced Unes on-station or on-farm, and in decisions about seed 
production of preferred varieties. At each stage in this process !he different selections made by 
breeders, men and women farmers can be contrasted. Once farmer selection strategies are 
understood, ways in which breeders can enhance !hese can be developed. The risks of earIy 
fmner involvement as well as Ihe potemial benefits (e.g. in terms of production. yield stability 
and genetic diversity) will be examined on a stage by stage basis. In some crops (eg. rice, 
cassava) use of biotechnology toois such as molecular markers can be important for linking 
farmers' knowledge wilh advanced breeding techniques. 
The program will collaborate wilh ongoing breeding programs and involve a cross-section of 
IARCINARIlNGO/Farmer Groups: ego rainfed rice; pearl millet, barley, beans, maíze; 
maizelbeans in association; cassava. The participatory plant breeding group has already 
received signals oC interest from potential collaborators in Ethiopia, India, Nepal. Ihe 
Philippines and Syria. 
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Box 8. Speclfic outputs from methodology development in participatory plant 
breedin&. 
• ParticipatOry researcb. methods and gender analysis tools suitable for integrating farmer 
crop development systemS with advam:ed breeding techniques. 
• Participatory breeding strategies refined for a cross-section of species, with guidelincs 
on appropriate breeding popuIations. tield techniques, and suitable biotechnology 
tools. 
• Know!edge and skills of rural men and women speciaüzed in germplasm management 
are recognized, strengthened and linked to research. 
• Varieties acceptable to farmen which incorporate traits derived from localland caces 
and global germplasm. 
2. Methods assessed and developed lor participatory natural resource management 
research. 
Worleplan Ourputs 
• Synthesis of the stare of!he art in applying PRJGA approaches in NRM research for 
different types oftechnologies comparing three scaies ofmanagement (field. comnumity 
and watershed). 
• lmproved crop and natural resource management stralegies incorporating better use of 
e:dsting and new PRJGA methods al different scaies of management developed and 
disseminated. 
It is important to note tbat the NRM working group is at a different stage in the developmenr 
of their workplan from the participatory plant breeding group. The NRM researchers within 
the SWI need a perlod to analyze and criticaIly assess available evidence and insights fur 
applying PRJGA to natural resource management subfields, some ol which operate at very 
different scaIes: the freid, farm, cOIDIDUnity. and the watershed. This work needs to be 
facilitated through email exchanges, systematic Iiterature review. and commissioned papers on 
specific organizational and methodologicaI challenges. Conference for the purpose can be 
piggy-backed onto aIready scheduled regional meetings in Africa. Asia and Latín Amerlca. 
Some of the toughest methodological challenges for participatory NRM research concem how 
to linkfarmers' knowledge and interests with those ol other stakeholders at different scaIes: 
fleld, farm, community, and supra-community. including the watershed. NRM technologies 
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(e.g. seU conservation practices, nutrient management, imegrated pest management) are often 
k:nowledge-based, requiring collective management decisions and practices. 1be k:nowledge 
and management intensity of these technologies requires tbat f'aJ:mers participate early in the 
design of prototypes as well as in their location-specific: fine-tuning. Fanner involvement b.elps 
resean:hers to understand how stakeholders perceive ttadeoffs becween production arul. 
conservation, and the acceptable allocation of costs and benefits to different stalceholders. 
In designing a workpIan for comparative analysis, the NRM worldng group agreed tbat a focus 
on resource user 11Ul1Iagement was essential. As tb.e management scale widens, tb.e number arul. 
diversity of stakeholders (including external stakeholders) is likely to increase, as is the need 
for collective or negotiated actions and resaludon of possible coDf1ict over resources. 
Innovative organizadonal arrangements. methodology for parti.cipatory resource monitoring by 
users as well as researchers in the short arul. long-term, arul. increased capacity of resource 
users to adapt to cbanging circurnstances were seen as priority arcas for further work in the 
proposed programo 
1be NRM working group took emphasized the use of a leaming process approach (Fig. 1) in 
which improvements in participatory methods and in organizatíonal capacity are 
operadonalized and analyzed together. To start chis process ofmutuallearning, the NRM 
worldng group identified as the first task an inventory and assessment of current uses of 
participatory research and gender analysis in NRM rescarch. 1be discu.ssion of these concrete 
experiences at more focused regional meetings will promote a shared understanding of 
problems and a baseIine for further research. This state of the art synthesis will be the first 
output oC the NRM Working Group. From this base, the working group will specify cases 
which will systematicalIy develop, test, and compare parti.cipatory approaches in different 
contexts. 
Box 9. Specific outputs írom participatory NRM method development. 
• Current practice in applying gender analysis and participatory approaches to NRM 
research synthesized to identify method gaps. 
• Methods assessed and developed for user participation in design of knowledge-intensive 
technologies. 
• Methods for participatory reSOUIce monitoring by stakeholders at field, farm, 
commUnÍty and watershed scales. 
• Methods assessed and developed for encouraging collective action, conflict resolution 
and negodation at different scales. 
• Téclmologíes acceptable to fanners for increasing productivity while protecting the 
envirorunent. 
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3. Strategies for indudiDg gender-sensitlve particlpatory methods in research assessed, 
developed and institutionaJized. 
Workplan OUlputs 
• Effective metlwds ami capaciry developedlor usíng gender arudysis. 
• The COSIS ami benejits 01 usíng gender arudysis in tecJmology development assessed. 
Inclusion of a gender perspective and gender anaIysis mto the eDre research programs of the 
CG is a central objective of this programo The Gender Worlcing Group will a) íntergrate 
gender anaIysis, capaeity building and the development of novel approaches to gender anaIysis 
mto the empírica! studies conducted on plant breeding and NRM; b) systhesize the implications 
for gender analysis of results frem the empirica! studies, with respect to its impact on 
technology design adoption, targerlng poor rural women, and research planning; e) contribute 
to capacity building, provision of technica! advice, and dissemination of results on gender 
analysis to a broad andience of lARCs, NARIs, NGOs and GROs through the sysremwide 
program activities for this pwpose. 
Women playa vital role in agrieulture and foad security in developing countries. Research on 
time budgets has shown that women work longer hours than men in every country studied. 
Women account for more than half of the labor required to produce the foad in Asia, and as 
much as tbree-fourtbs of the labor in Africa. They are fully in charge oC post-harvest 
operations, seed selection and preservation, and foad processing activities. With increasing 
male migration in search of non-farm employment, women's role as farm managers has becn 
growing. 
Women's knowledge of agricultura! practices, and the constraints to increasing their 
productivity need to be incorporated into planning: this inclndes involvement of women in 
selection and evaluation of improved germplasm; secd management practiees; appropriate 
mechanical tecbnologies; and management of natura1 resources. 
Methods are needed which will enable user groups to rapidly assess for themselves, what type 
of people among them should participate in tecbnology development. Rapíd self-diagnosis 
. needs to be made of the relevance of different attributes, such as wealth, age, gender, or 
. particular expertise and the need to have separate oc mixed groups of participants for reliable 
user input to a given tecbnology. In some regions, appropriate methods must be developed to 
engage women's participation where this is a new experience or there are specific constraints. 
In NRM research, methcds need to be assessed for identifying diverse stakeholders, mcluding 
different kinds of women, and bringmg them into the relevant design of tecbnology options, 
organizational arrangements and approaches to capacity building. 
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Other methods are needed to enable users to monitor gender-düferenriated effects oC 
inttoduciDg new gennplasm or resource management practices. Pa:rticipatory diagnosis, 
monítoriDg, a.nd assessment oC t:he likcly diffen:ntial impact oC tecbrologies being tested on a 
user group could provide power:fill feedback: to research in a low-cost fashion.. It is also an 
essential component oC !he Ieaming process. 
Comparison of results obtained in PB a.nd NRM projects with a.nd witbout !he appUcation of 
gender-sensitive participatory resea:cch methods will provide empirical evidence of t:he utility 
or value added ol identifyiDg and including particular groups. Researchers need cost-effective 
ways to validar.e, a.nd assess t:he usefulness ol such information obtained from a participatory 
process in tenn.s ol successful techoology design a.nd adoption (reacbing !he right users), 
targetiDg particular groups (such as poor rural women), a.nd in achieving welfare and social 
equity objectives. Stteamlining this process, so that it is reliable and replicable is essenúal for 
adoption oi such methods by NARIs. 
4. Organizational innovations for institutionalizing particlpatory approaches 
operationalized, and evaluated. 
Workplan Outpurs 
• Effective organizational forms for operationalizing participatory breeding idenJífied 
and developed in the research process. 
• User access to products of participatory breeding assured through idenJífication 01 
effective organizational forms and link.s to supporting seed services. 
• Organizational capacity to use PRlGA methods in NRM research lmproved with a focus on: 
larmers, local institutions, individual scientists and extension workers. and research and 
extension institutions. 
Effective use of participatory approaches a.nd gender anaIysis not only requires appropriar.e 
methods, but also suitable organization. The organizational requiremenrs of participatory 
research need ro be examined for two reasons. First, user participation suggests that research 
may have to be decentralized to incorporar.e different user groups. Second, successful adoption 
. 01 NRM r.echnologies may depend less on the technologies per se that on organizational 
. innovations in the way stakeholders colIecúvely manage fueir resources. 
In r.erms of the prospects for decentralizing research, fue systemwide working group on 
participatory approaches in plant breeding recommended study of the alternate divisions of 
labor within the breeding process. These studies wilI assess the cost-effectiveness of different 
org~!!o!1al forms. The jIJ.ljl!ications of increased involvement of different parmers also 
need to be assessed: for instance, what might be !he advantages or constraints for each 
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colIaborator if farmers groups or NGOs take a lead role in adaptive reseaICh to permit a vastly 
increased scale oC tesling? Other questions which urgeDl:ly need to be amwered include: thc 
extent oC decenttalization required for a particular crop amilocale; thc financlal amilogistical 
means by wbich decenttalization can be achieved; thc impIicatious oC decenttalization for 
reseaICh quality; thc implicatious af decentralization for thc design of technology support 
services. eg. seed IIlIlltiplication. 
Participatory natural resource management needs to build on local orzanm.tionaI capacity tO 
manage conectíve resources ami lO monitor resource trends. Local sttuctures. wbether 
indigenous or introduced may provide the !rey to scaIing up location-specific effoIts to acmeve 
thc large coverage demanded by watersheds. hiUsides or desert expanses. Methodology 
development involves providing tools to define exactly what scale of resource management is 
functional ami to strengthen the development oC durable organizational mechanisms at that 
scale. 
Dox 10. Specitlc outputs from anaIysis of organizationallnnovations and Iinks within 
a participatory research perspective 
• ldentification of cost -effective organizational forms for different kinds of decentralized 
plan! breeding research 
• Optious for organizational innovation amilink:s for managing natural resources at different 
scales 
• Strategies for strengthening and cata1yzing local and durable orgaruzatious which can ¡ead 
site-specific management of resources 
• Analysis of the ability of thc formal ami informal seed sector to deliver thc products of 
participatory plant breeding 
• Strategies for scaling up knowledge-inteusive technology development ami ensuring its 
spread 
S. Capacity Cor participatory research and gender anaIysl.s enhanced and lnnovative 
approaches operationalized: a critica! mass oC expertl.se In PRlGA developed on the 
basis oC practical expertise. 
The systemwide Planning Meeting adopted a learning process and capacity-building approach 
to developing participatory research and gender anaIysis. This capacity-building approach to 
experimentation contrasts markedly with participatory rural appraisal (PRA) methods in which 
a ·"lOot kit of techniques' is usedin local communities mainIy to extract research information 
needed to plan subsequent experiments or development projects. 
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Capacity-building activities include: operationalising novel m.ethods, trai.ning and workshops 
on participatory approaches and gender analysis consultancies to provide teclmical advice on 
methodologies, and tbe international seminars in which participams report progress on tbe 
workplan and excbange resuIts. These are described in tbe section on activities carlier in tbis 
docum.enl:. 
The systemwide program will use donations to tbe program to finance tbe international 
seminan and trai.ning - including trai.ning of t:ra.iners - to multiply capacity for participatory 
rese:uch and gender anaIysis. Tbis trai.ning will be integrated to every extem possible with 
otber courses and workshops oC the participating institutions, and will be open to a broad 
audience. 
Each of tbe three worldng groups (plant breeding, NRM and geDder anaIysís) will conduct 
workshops and tnay provide consultancies to support tbe implementatíon of the cormnon 
workplan. For example, the NRM Worldng Group propases to conduct four regional 
workshops and one global workshop to carry out the symhesis of tbe state of tbe art in 
applications of participatory approaches and ¡ender analysis to NRM research (Table 2.) 
6. Procedures ror building new partnerships among the lARes, NARS, NGOs and 
farmer groups realized to utiJize effectively complementarides among partners, and to 
accelerate learning aOOut pardcipatory researcb and gender analysis. 
The proposed Systemwide Program is a collaborative research effort among diverse parm.ers. 
The advantages of joining resources are many: from the outset, formal science will be 
effectively integrated with farmer-based experimentation, organizational as well as technical 
options can be explored through tbis programo 
IARCs, NARIs, NGOS and grassroot organizations are developing a model for worldng 
together effectively and ethically. The program will provide a mechanism for involving 
grassroot c1ient groups and organizations in research priority settíng, technology development 
and program evaluation with the CGIAR and i15 partners. 
Through tbe planning group, they are formulating guidelines for research partnership jointIy 
defining organizational procedures; settíng research priorities, and will evaluate success at the 
program and project level together. 
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2TIU'Ge se",I.:s- uf N kM arc (a) (lG}J aad ("rm level. (b) commun.ity" and o bcyond oommunity, fOf cumple walershf:d managemew. 
Figure 5. 
Systemwide Program 00 Participatory Resean:Ja ud Geader Aaalysls ror Tec:hoology Developmeot 
Work BreakdowD S1r1ICtunI for Geader Analysis Working Group 
I 
I 
Effective lllCIhods aI1d caplUtity for usiDg 'Ib.c costa aI1d bencfilS of using gender 
gender anaIysis deve!oped. ., anaIysis in teclmology development 
assened. 
-> Assessment of curmn praaiI:es for -+Comparison oi!he COSIS of including 
including differellt types ofusers at gender anaIysis. (Did íl improve 
differem stages of PB aI1d NRM design?) 
(mcluding variables sucb. as gender. 
weallh. localion, direct aI1d indirect ... Assessment of die impact of ¡¡ender 
stakeholders). anaIysis. (Did it improve adoplion?) 
-+Idenlificarlon of constrainlS aI1d ... AssesSIDent of Ihe use of ¡ender 
melhod gaps 10 effectiveiy include anaIysis aI1d gender sensitive 
different types of users, patticularly IMII patticipatory lllCIhods 10 effectively 
visible stakeholder, in patticipatory target PB aI1d NRM teclmologies 10 
research aI1d in organizaliooal patticular types of users, especíally 
arran¡emenlS for PB aI1d NRM. peor rural women aI1d olher marginal 
groups. (Did il improve targeliog?) 
-+MonilOring md evaluation of new 
approaches for including specific types -+ Assessment of Ihe costs md benetits 
of users in PB md NRM. of including difierenl types of users in 
local decision-making or implemenliog 
"'Comparison oi COSIS aI1d benetits of iDstirutions for PB and NR1\4. (Did il 
including different usen al preadaptive improve research planning?) 
and adaplive stages of teeImology 
development in PB aI1d NRM. aI1d in .... Contribution te published gnidelines 
differenl conteats. aI1d case srudies on Ihe effective 
inclusion of ¡ender anaIysis in PB md 
-+Centribution te gnideIines fur use of NR.'vf teclmology development. 
PRlGA melhods. 
... Contribution te training courses, 
.... Publication of gnidelines md case workshops and seminars 10 disseminate 
srudies On effeclive inclusion oi difierent results. 
users in teclmology deveiopment • 
.... Ptovision of training aod technical 
assistaoce en ¡ender anaIysis through 
consultancíes te a bread audience . 
.... Worlc wilh selected iDstitutions lo 
install permaoent capacity for gender 
anaIysis. 
-
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Workplan, 1996 
Completed: 
• . TAC approved a Systenlwide Initiative in March, 1996. 
• The first Systemwide Seminar was convened September 1996 to define expected outputs of 
the initiative and define the iDstitutional and organj73tional procedures ror CGlAR. NARIs 
. and NGO collaboration. A first meeting of the three global working groups was held 
(participatory approaches in plant breeding and natural resource management and the 
gender anaIysis groups). Key methodologica! and organizationaI challenges have been 
defined; specific activities have been proposed, and elements of a comparative framework 
have been suggested. 
• The Planning Group (duration of one year) was formed in Seprember 1996, wi!h eight 
elecred members linked by e-mallo 
• The proposa! for!he systemwide initiative was finalized and submitred to donors. The 
proposa! incorporares recommendations of the systemwide Planning Meeting. 
• The proposa! is being submitted to TAC for consideration. 
Workplan,l997 
• PJanning Group finalizes guidelines for project submission and formaJly solicits and 
endorses projects which fit within the workplan. Coordinator is recruited. CIAT appoints a 
core-funded senior staff members as coordinator. 
• Activities in the flISt year will begin wi!h the activities Usted under !he frrst output planned 
by each working group in Figure 3,4, and S. 
Expected Impact 
. lmpact in CGlAR System, NARls, NGOs and GRO 's 
This systemwide effort wil1 pro vide widely-applicable guidelines for !he use of participatory 
R&D approaches to technology design in bo!h preadaptive-adaptive and adaptive research, 
based on rigorous empírical assessment of its potential in two fields which are central to !he 
agenda of!he lARCs, NARls and NGOs. Straregy for main streaming use of these methods in 
!he CGlAR and beyond can be clearly defmed, and given significant momentum by this work. 
A~hieving !he participation oÍ' t.isers - especially women - in the process of technology 
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development will enbance the capacity of the CGlAR and NARIs te work: effectively with 
other types of iDstitutions to benefit the poor. 
Box 11. Partidpatory PIant BreediDg and Varietal EvaluadoD projects which will 
beneftt trom system-wide methodology deveiopment 
Site I 'us IDstltutious 
Spedes Mric:a AsIa LAC SeIection IARCs NARS 
Barley .¡ Unes; seg popo ICARDA NARls 
Beanslmaize .¡ .¡ Lineslcomposite CIAT/CIMMYT EMBRAPA 
C_va .¡ .¡ Seg. popo CIATIIITA EMBRAPNCBN 
Farages .¡ Accessions CIATIIRRI NARls 
Maize .¡ composite - NGOs 
Pearl Millet .¡ PopuIarion ICRISAT 
-
Patato .¡ Clones CIP CONDESAN 
Rice .¡ Lines IRRI NARJ, NGOs 
Various .¡ .¡ .¡ Landraces - Community-based, 
NGO's. CGN 
Wageningen 
Incorporation of participatory methods and gender anaIysis into ongoing projects of the 
collaborating Centers. NARIs and NGOs will provide concrete demonstration of the pay-off to 
applying these methods. as well as a critical mass of people experienced in their use. This is 
vital to achieving progress in consolidating scientific credibility for gender analysis and user 
participation wbich goes beyond rhetoric about their importance. 
Empírical assessment of methods for preadaptive-adaptive participatory plant breeding will 
help to guide breeders' choice of the most appropriate breeding approaches for different 
circumstances by clarifying the relative advantages of conventioDal. participatory and 
: indigenous crop breeding strategies. Pooling resources among different institutions in a 
systemwide effon will greatly accelerate this methodology development. 
Clear guidelines for decentralizing research using participatory approaches with current 
institutional arrangements or new partnerships will improve the cost-effectiveness of research 
. an4 enhance its impacto Further explicit attention to local organizatioDal arrangements within 
NRM speeiffcally will opém'uP possibilities not yet sufficiently explored for supponing 
durable, farmer-based, resource management systems. 
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By situating Ibis work in a framework for comparative analysis of methodological and 
organizatíonaI issues wbích are common to other fields of research wbere use of pard.clpatory 
methods and gender analysis is less developed, me proposed program will maximize spill-over 
from one field to another, promoting economies of scaIe in methodology development. The 
proposed program of work can be expected therefore, to accelerate me process of leaming 
about how to use partícipatory approa.ches and gender analysis effectively in preadaptive-
adaptive plant breeding and NRM research. 
Expected impact for men ami women farmers 
Gender anaIysis gives visibility to "the forgotten farmers, • the rural women in developing 
countries who use and conserve germplasm, and manage natural resources. Preadaptive-
adaptíve and adapdve participatory approaches give them a voiee in the definition and 
prioritizatíon of research problems, and in me design of technologies to meet their needs. 
Bringing gender anaIysis and participatory methods into the mainstream of public sector 
research will scale up me visibility of women as users of technology, and allow meir volees to 
be heard. This ls vital to achieving impact which benefits poor people, both poor women and 
me families whose livelihood depends opon them. 
Participatory methods and gender anaIysis also have me potendal to strengthen indigenous 
systems of knowledge generation, of crop development, and of natural resource conservation. 
Strengthening mese systems, as opposed to displacing or discrediting mem, is ofien vital to a 
process oi technology development which promotes sustainable produetion increases and 
natural resomee conservation. 
Box 12. Impact of gender analysis of proposed systemwide programo 
• Visibility and credibility of gender anaIysis reinforced by identification oi its 
payoff tO upstream research activities of the CGIAR. 
• Dissemination accelerated by formation of a critical mass of people from 
different disciplines, experienced in the use of gender analysis for technology 
development. 
• Use by NARIs catalyzed through joint projects and empírical evidence of 
impact on core plant breeding and NR.\1 research programs. 
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Program evaluation 
Progn:ss in methodology deveIopment and organinrional innovation wül be assessed ammany 
by Program's Planning Group. through iDdependentConsuitants; Working Group technical 
reporlS; and papers OD comparative anaIysis presented in tbe Systcmwide Seminars. Iodicators 
,ofprogress and impact bave been icfentjfied by tbe PB. NRM and Gender Analysis Global 
Working Groups (Tables 1. 2 and 3). Partner iDstitutiODS wül involve lARCa. NARIs, NGOs, 
farmers and otIter stakehokler groups in project-Ievel tnOnitoring and evatua:tion. . 
Program evaluation of the emite initiafive wül be scheduIed near tbe mid-term point (about 2 
years) and at the completion of the Tnitiative (5 year point). Representatives from a1I ma.jor 
partner groups wül be invited 10 participate (CGIAR. NARIs, NGOs, Doncrs and other 
stakeholders). Cormmmity evaluatiODS of the program at each project s¡te will be synthesized 
and ÍDtegrated into the central evaluation findings. 
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. Program Evaluation 
T~k:~. Outputs and IDlIiCators of Participa!Ory PIant Breeding Working Group 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
OtJTPIJTS 
Assessm.cmtaod deve10pmcDt of eft"ec. 
tive participaIory mclhods in plant 
breeding, with focus on 3 ¡ypes: 
.• !armer's bReding 
- pIant seleetion (segregatillg Iines) 
- variety selection (fiud lines) 
Beneficiar)' groups more accurately in-
volved & targeted in partícipalOry 
bReding througb methods developmem 
for involving direet & indirect 
stalreholders 
Effective organizational forms for 
operationalizing partícipatory brecding 
identified aod developed in thc research 
process 
User access 10 products of participatory 
breeding assmed through idemification 
of effective organizational forms and 
links to supporting seed services. 
INDICATORS 
1.1 Methodology guidelines published ter aIl 
Ihree approaches. 
1.2 Methods in use in at leasl four cases 
involvíng National programs and NGOs 
(at leas! one case) fur each type 
1.3 Publications disseminated on thc tield 
leve! resullS of thc use of such melhods. 
lA Workshops ro excllange results 
conducted. 
2.1 Published guidelmes en the ccst-benetitS 
of differem approaches 10 involving and 
targeting differentiated users 
2.2 Synthesized t'indings on how to involve 
hidden and índirect stakeholders and how 
10 resalve contlicts arnong diverse groups 
2.3 Evidence available lbat PB products are 
more user-differentiated 
2.4 Evidence available tbat indirect 
stakeholders, such as extension have 
been involved. 
3.1 Ways existing breeding programs arga-
nize aod fond links with farmers 
reviewed and documented 
3.2 Reports available on organizational 
options for participatory breeding along 
wíth cost-benefit analyses uf these 
3.3 Guidelmes tar decisiun-makers on 
promising organization forms 
3.4 Capacity-building through traíning and 
consultancies provided. 
4.1 Synthcsis of case srudies on how to 
strengthen local seed system 
4.2 Published analysis on fue role of fue 
formal seed system in FB approaches 
4.3 Al least 2 channels identified which 
move PB productS rapidiy ro different 
usen 
I 
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Program Evaluation. 
Table 2. Outputs and Imlicators of NRM WorkiDg Group 
1. ~ of!he ..... of!he lit iD lqlIlIyiD¡ PlIIOA __ iD 
NlIM_""""I_ 
2. lmproved c:mp and..- ..-.........,....-.,.;e. 
iD=poralÍlll- use of exislDq: and _ PRlOA_ 
deveIoped and disse_ 
3. Organizalionaloapac;iIy., use PR/OA mctbods iD NIlM noseardl. 
improvcd wim • foc:us on: 
·fumcrs 
-Ioc:aIinstituIiIms 
·individual scienIim and e_ workers. and 
'_ml~instituIiIms 
4. Effeclive _ rar ínvoIviD¡ sender differemiatcd and od>er 
_ and _..w:boiders in NlIM developed 
INDICATORS 
1.1 h:rvemory and al". '''''"f ot znraiJable me:tbods for 
PRlOA in NlIM _ cnmpi_ and .-. 
u. wodóJIc popor. 
1.2 Up ti> fow "'IJlOIIII worbbop$ bcl4 ID ~ 
CIIITOIIIIr_PRlOA_ 
1.3 o... global "._1' bcI4 ro idomify lile 
_ and gaps in PR/OA approoollc$ and .. 
define lile locus and determillo priorities ti>r IIIW 
plWIcol .. search. 
1.4 Proceedings of worltsbops publisbcd and 
dísscminared. 
2.1 Wortshops eoDdtJct:ed at up ro 6 research sires lO 
iDcorporalC gender anaiysis and. geoder sensitive 
panicipatory rncdtods inro projcct acnvitics 
2.2 Guíde!incs preparod o. mcrllods for scaliDg up of 
NIlM opao .. and parti.ipa.,ry NR."I mcrllods. 
2.3 Up to ten expcrimcntS on how fCSOUf'I:' uscr aod 
researobcr expe_. ti, ooget!",r co_ 
arv;l evaluatcd. 
2.4 Up 10 thtee COmtnllllÍty bued and J rescan:bcr 
based resourcc monitoring tools tested. eompared. 
and results ready for disseminariOI1 
2.5 Up ro fo .. "'¡¡lona! wo_ps for pradllioncn 00 
oompans PRlOA mcrllods and ...... ¡l .. bcld 
2.6 Ouidelilles for PR/OA modlods and ~ 
"", .. ¡jes publisbcd 
3.1 _b resoltS and ¡¡uide!inca oo"'P"fiDl ..... 
opQoDS for organímáonaJ innovation fOl differem 
typos o/ llOoboologios mi differcnt m •••• ''' ..... 
_ .... publislled. 
3.2 Three case _ 01 orga.nízationa! cIlange ti>r 
improving lile effeetive partioípatioIlor differcnt 
....., balden .... cnmpiellOd mi syntbcsizcd. 
3.3 New iocaJ tletwOW for ooUective resoun:e 
monirDring :and Ktion are funncd. 
3.4 Farmcr __ in _ deeísina-maláng f _  , 
3.5 TniniDg of trailIers mi "'search """""n 
""_ fur new NRM research """""rsIIíps. 
4.1 A comparíso. o/ lile tos .. and """"ti .. lO 
_Iogy _gn and adopticn of differellllevels 
of pardeipad01l and dle inclustotl af diffen:m: typcs 
oC users .across typeS of NRM aIXi scales al 
managenu:nt Í$ compUéd .atId published as a 
worl:ing papero 
4.2 Guidelines for the lnvolv-e:mcnt oí diffcretu users in 
differen, type, of NRM and seale, of _""'111 
are pubtished. 
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Program Evaluation 
TabIe 3. GeIIder Working Group Outputs mi Indicaron 
l. EffecIive methods lIId capacity developed for 
usiDg gender anaIysis and involving dIrect and 
indirect SIabIlolders in PB and NRM 
2. The costs and benefits of includiDg PB and 
NRM assessed. 
INDICATORS 
1.1 GuideIiDes are pubIished en !he use of gender 
anaIysis ami !he cffectivc i.oclusion oC 
different typcS oC users in PB and NRM 
teclmology dcvelopment 
1.2 Gender analysís and guideIiDes ror inclusíon 
of diffcrent typcS 01 uscrs are included in 
published PB and NRM panicipatory 
guidclines 
1.3 A synthesís ami case studies 00 !he 
effectiveness of gender analysis and methods 
for includiDg difieren! users acros. 
rechnology development in PB and NRM is 
published 
2.1 A comparison of cost benefit ratios for 
adoptioo of PB and NRM technologíes by 
includiDg different typcS of users comp1eted 
and disseminated. 
2.2 A compsrison of cost benefit rarios for 
targeting panicular typcS of users for PB or 
NRM technologíes are completed and 
dissemínated. 
2.3 GuideliDc. on lhe costs and benefits oC 
includiDg gendcr analysís and differcnt typcS 
oC users in panicipatory PB and NRM 
technology dcvelopmem are included in !he 
published PB and NRM guidelines. 
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Table 4. Proposed Budget (iD US $): 
on 
.. Rescaroh lUId Gender Analvsis for TecImoIolW Dev lIId lDsti.tutionaI IIIIIovation 
, LiDe Ib:m y .... ¡ Yoar2 I Ycar3 Yoar4 Y_S . - TOIII 
1._3l1li01. 1 .... lliDiI::s!br l'U'k ;1 •• ··' piam broodIag 
: CUI (1m .sm 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 4.,SOO i 
Worbbops 25.000 26.000 :17.000 • 28,000 29.000 13S.(JXJ I 
l!mpiricaI smdies ! 
¡jCa :175.000 303,jOO 31',jOO 3l1..soo 340,000 1.!61..500 ! 
2) OdIer __ as 
:175.000 303,jOO l15,jOO 3l1..soo 340.000 ' 1-'6I..soo ' 
, 
COl!llllllllity limds 40.000 83.000 87.000 1lO.000 ~.OOO ~.OOO 
Pubu.:anoas O O 15.000 O ¡ 25.000 40,000 ! 
COD5UIlm:s 25.000 25.000 25.000 25.000 25.000 125.000 
Tato! l. "*I,5!I01 742,0lI0 'IW,OOO m,OIIO 854,0lI0 3,321,500 
2. _ 3l1li 0IpIIÍZlIIÍ0I1a línI<aps fbr putícípallory NlIM 
Comnmicarions 500i 5.000 5.000 6.000 6,000 22,500 
Work>bops 80.000 26~OOO i :17,000 • 28.000 29.000 • 135.000 
Empmoa! smdies 
oro O 303,.sm .315.500 3:17..soo 340.000 1,286 • .sm 
_._._._ .. _._._--_. ,-------
-------. 
._ ... _ ....... _--r'-' .. .......... 
2)OtberiDstil\JQo .. O 303.500 315,500 m.sool 340.000 1.286.500 ! 
90.000 • 
, 
CODlllllUÚfy limds O 83.000 87.000 96,0001 356.000 
Publ_ i O O 15.000 O 25,000 • 40,000 : 
Consultants 
I 50.000 50,000 50.000 50.000 50.000 250.000 
Tato! z. 13O,500! 74&,000 790,0lI0 804,000 861,0lI0 3,334,500 , 
, 
C_ ..... 500 500 500 500 500 2.500 I 
CG Ge!lder AnalySÍll'rognm 100.000 100,000 ' 100,000 100.000 100,000 500,(0) I 
Suppon '" otber iDstiI\JQoas: ! 
1!mpiricaI-.s. tr.únín¡ 3l1li 
díssew.í.uation 30.000 50.000 57.000 58,000 58.000 253.000 
TatoI3. 130,500 l5V$JD1 157,500 158.sooi 158,500 755,500 
4. Capacity building Sy--,.- O 54.000 O 54.000 58,000 166.000 
Publications O O O O 35.000 35,000 ! 
Sbort eourses 40.000 60.000 O O 01 100,000 ' 
, 
Follow-up training O O 36,000 36.000 O 72,000 1 
Traincr's workshops O O 36,000 O 36,000 72,000 1 
Total 4. 40,000 114,000 72,000 90,000 l29,000 ! 445,000 
S. Projcct Coordinátion 48.000 45.000 4S,OOO ! 45.000 45,000 225,000 
Cammuuication 500 500 500 • 500 500 2500 
Tato! s. 48,500 45,500 45,500 . 45.soo 45,500 227.soo 
GrudT_ I 990,000 1,798f OOO 
. 
I 
1.851.000 ; l,8!l7,OOO 2,048,_ 8.584,000 I 
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Budget Notes 
The grant request has been approved by TAC for US $0.9 million far 1997, pending final 
TAC approval olthe initiative as a systemwide program which will be requested in November. 
1996. 
1. Resouree allocation procedures 
The Planning Group has becn mandated by the participantS in !he SWI Planning Meeting 
held in September. 1996, to finalize guidelines far !he inclusion of projects in executing 
the workplan and to work on tbnding !he Program. It is envisaged that once !he tbnding 
available for 1997 is designated by donors, the PIanning Group will solicit proposals from 
ongoing projects such as those in Annex 2. with respeet to how these projects would link 
up with the SW Program. The Planning Group will allocate resources for 1997 to those 
projects which best contribute to the overall workplan, using cntena developed by !he 
Planning Meeting participants. 
The Planning Group expects to allocate funds received by !he Systemwide program to 
ongoing projects or research programs which demonstrate capacity to cofinance activíties 
in the Program's workplan, rather than to initiate new projects. 
A portion of the tilnds donated to !he program will be used to support and encourage 
partnerships among different types of orgnaizations for the implementation ol the 
workplan. Therefore, !he line item for empírical studies specifies amounts for CG and 
other institutions. 
Projects receíving support from the Program will be members of!he Working Groups 
together with other interested practitioners, who have joined the Program through the fus! 
International Seminar, or who may wish to do so in the Mure. 
Partner institutions will also seek funding for projects with the endorsement of the 
Systemwide Program, in addition to donations made through the Participatory Research 
and Gender colurno of the CGIAR matrix. Such additional grants, made to partners, will 
contribute to !he implementation of the proposed wOfkplan, but will be administered by 
the recipient institutions. 
2. Working groups on PPB and Nlt.'\1 research 
a. Funding is requested for tow international working groups to carry out the work:plan in 
Figures 3 and 4, for the assessment and development of participatory approaches and 
gender anaIysis in PB and Nfu\i research. 
b.--FuÍlilS are to support emiürnetworking among participants in the working groups and 
workshops. which will be organízed regionaliy for the exchange oC methodology to 
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support the implementation of the empirical sWdies. 
c. Funds fur empirical sWdies are for research acti.vities in me workplan. 
d. Commnnity funds are to provide rotating funds fur farmers am:l GROs to conduct ami 
_ continue participatory research acti.vities when applOpIÍate, after the termination of this 
Program am:l its constituent projects. These funds will also assist farmers ami community 
participating in Program evaluation ami in pJanning meet:ings. 
3. Gender Analysis 
a. Funds are requested to support the involvement of me CG Gender Analysis program' s 
reseateh acti.vities in the systemwide program. including consulting, tecbnical advice and 
networking on reseateh-related issues with IARCs. 
b. Additional funds provided for me Gender Working Group will add to me CG Gender 
Analysis Program' s IARC network, the participation of non-CG institutions with expertise 
in me area. Gender Working Group members will also be tnembers of me Plant Breeding 
and NRM Working Groups. Funds are requested to enable me Gender Working group 
network by email. and to support non-CG instimtions in contributions to the workplan that 
are uniquely reIated to strengthening the integration of gender anaiysis into the overall 
workplan. 
4. Capacity Building 
a. Funds are requested for bi-anIDlaJ systemwide seminars at wbich the working groups will 
present to each omer and to a wide audience of interested practitioners in the field, results 
of work in progress. 
b. Funds will be used to add support to training events of !he working group members, so 
that !hese can inclnde modules on participatory research am:l gender anaiysis. Using !he 
same strategy, me program will conduct follow-up training am:l training for trainers for me 
same purpose after two years to consolidate capacity built Ibis way. 
c. Publications by !he Program will be papers from the systemwide seminars. Commercial 
publication will be sought for me write-up of the guidelines and case studies based on the 
empírical research conducted by the working groups. 
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Annex 1. 
Examples ofProjects with which the Proposed Program will Work 
The iollowing summaries olongoing projects involving the cosponsoring lARCs ami their 
ínstitutional partners are examples oi the type oC projects with which me proposed program 
will collaborate. This col1aboration requires additional support provided through me programo 
to add capacity lO me relevant partnerS in each ongoing project lO carry out me workplan 
developed at me SWI Planoing Meeting, September 9-14, 1996. 
Project Overviews 
1. IntrOdUctiOD and conservanDo ol improved geoenc diversity in farmen' fields 
Instirulional Partners: CIAT; Colombian Institute for Agricultura! Research (CORPOICA); 
Instituto Nacional de Investigación Agraria (INlA), Perú; the Associación para el Desarrollo 
Rural de Cajatnarca (ASPADERUC), a Peruvian NGO; the PROFIZA network ofnational 
bean breeders in the Andean region; CONDESAN, a consortium oi Andean research ami 
development institutions which includes CIA T ami CIP. 
Ove11Iiew: ColIaboration with the systemwide ínitiative wiII aid these breedíng programs in 
their search for a strategy which wiII combine science-based ami farmer-based genetic 
improvement, at a regional or agroecosystem level, in a model that can be adapted to other 
regions and other crops. 
Two types of crops will be involved: vegetatively propagated cassava ami self-pollinated 
Comnton beans. Presently ongoing studies oi farmers' varietal selection criteria wiII be 
expanded ro better understand how farmers use, maintaín and discard genetic diversity. Gender 
anaiysis wiII be a too1 in determining the appropriate types of farmers ro involve in the 
evaluatioo, coIlection and selection for different traits. Data will be integrated with GIS 
anaiysis to understand the spatial distribution of local genetic diversity, types of users and their 
preference structures. 
Strategíes wiII be tested for bringing a broad range of germplasm in the early stages of the 
breeding process to farmers' fields and involving farmers in their selection. Germplasm wiII be 
. drawn from segregating progenies from the recombination of elite rnatcrials from CIAT's 
extensive collections as well as local landraces. At the same time these progenies will be 
evaluated within the normal breeding prograrns of the participatíng national and international 
partners. 
The víabilíty of alternative appr.oaches to in situ conservation with fartner participatíon will be 
assessed. involving for example, farmer managed nurseries or conservation through breeding 
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wíth valued landraces. Research will compare differences in the selective pressures tbat 
fanners and professional breeders working alone. and worldng togetber, exen on the local 
genetic resow:ces in these two crops; to char.!cterize the advluttages and disadvantages of 
diffexent approaches to panicipatory breeding and in situ conservation. 
It is hypothesized tbat a broader range of genotypes will be se1ected within a given ecosystem 
with farmer involvement. creating a mosaic of genetic diversity at the Beld, farm and 
community leve!. Effects of convennonal and different strategies for farmer panicipation on 
genede diversity will be monitored, as welIs as the relationship of the resul.tant genetic 
diversity on yields. quality traits and the incidence of abiotic and biode constraints to 
production. 
The field work on cassava for this study will be initiated by CIAT and CORPOICA in the 
north coast of Colombia, and is expected to have an imponant methodological spin-off within a 
shon time for related breeding work, linked to the semi-arid regions of Africa in a 
collaborative project wíth EMBRAPA, Brazil and llTA. The field work: on beans will be 
carried out in Cajamarca, Perú - a center of diversity of common beans. 
Duraticn: Five years. 
Total value ofthe project: US $1,600,000 ofwhich 50% is contributed by existing core ofthe 
panner institutions. 
2. Maize diversity and conservation and utillzation - A farmer-sclentist collaborative 
approach 
lnstitutional Partners: CIMMYT (executing agency); Mencan National Institute for Research 
on Forestry, Agriculture and Livestock (INIFAP); Menean National Agricultura! College 
(Chapingo) and Post-graduate School (Montecillos); NGOs involved in biodiversity 
conservation and agriculturallrural development in Mexico; ejido and farmer's groups; 
collaboration with the McKnight Foundation funded project in the state of Puebla, Mexico. 
Overvíew: Panicipation in the proposed systemwide program will enable the collaborating 
research program to develop and evaluate alternative methods for fanner involvement in 
improving m.aize landraces in situ and the eonservation of diversity in maize in e;t situ banks, 
. whieh should be useful to farmers and m.aize breeders worldwide. The project involves 
. innovative methodology development to rnerge farmers' knowledge of the strengths and 
weaknesses of loeally grown folk varieties with professional breeder's knowledge of global 
germplasm resources, to improve the usefulness of folk varieties and tbus the eonservation of 
valued traits. Cultivars collected with farmee involvement as well as new ones resulting from 
participatory breeding will be preserved at CIMMYT and other Menean genebanks. Gender 
analysis will be an essential tool for establishing the value of different traits and genetic 
mitenal; Torimpaet assesSIÍleiln.nd for determining wbat types of farrners should panicipate in 
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different aspectS of the work:; collection, evaluation, breeding, moniroring and dissemination. 
A review and comparative analysis of selected techniques for participatory breedi.ng and 
monitoring of genetic diversity wiIl be carried out, rogether with the deve10pment of a strategy 
ro disseminate these rechniques ro different types of users. The development of methodology 
for evaluating the impact of the farmer-scientist collaborative approach will be integral to the 
research. The field work: for this project wiIl be located in four site5 in Mexico, the cerner of 
origin of maize, and which roday contains more maize diversity that any other part of the 
world, with 80% of its maize arca planted ro locallandraces. 
Duration: Six years 
Total value of the project: US $4 million 
3. Farmers and Breeders: Building a partnership tor rainfed rice 
lnstitutional Partners: IRRI, the Indian Council for Agriculrura1 Research (lCAR), the 
Intemational Rainfed Lowland and Upland Rice Research Consortia 
Overview: Involvement with the proposed systemwide program will enable this project to test 
and evaluate a nwnber of a1ternative strategies for bringing farmers into the generation of 
improved rice varieties for more than 50 million hectares of rainfed enviromnents. Farmers 
will be provided with diverse plant populations for evaluation and selection, with respect to 
adaptation to stresses and increased productivity in contrasting subecosysrems. These gene 
pools will include segregating populations, dihaploid lines, advanced breeding lmes and 
composite populations. 
Methodology developIñent wiIl include the examination of the results of farmer involvement in 
the selection of these different sources of genetic materials, and the advantages and 
disadvamages of a1ternative approaches to harnessing the complementary skills oi farmers and 
breeders through farmer participation in this selection process. It will also involve attention to 
traits selected or easily detected by farmers. It is in these cases that the tools of biotechnology, 
such as tagged genes and molecular markers, may be applied in lhe farmers' fields during lhe 
selection process. Particular attention will be given to developing applications of biotechnology 
which farmers can understand and use for selection and varietal deployment. 
The project a1so involves the wictespread dissemination and implementation of lhe most 
. efficacious strategies identified, in parmership wilh NARIs, NGOs. Universiúes and farmers' 
organizations in eastem India, northeastem Thailand and the soulhem Philippines. 
Durarían: Three years. 
Total valYe_of the project: . 
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4. Participatory natural resource management research In the dryIands 
The case of Southern Tunisia 
InstitulionaJ Partners: ICARDA. Syria in coIlaboration with lhe Insitut des Regions Arides 
(lRA) under!he umbrella of!he Dryland Resource Managemem Project (DRMP). 
OveTVÍew: There is a growing concem among !he developing Mediterranean countries on !he 
degradation of natural resources (soll. water and natural vegetation) and irs potential impact on 
!he sustainability of agricultural development. As a result of rapid population growth and 
higher income levels, foad demand continues to risc, thus exerting a mounting pressure on !he 
Iimited land and water resources. Traditional resource management systems, wbere 
communitíes played a vital role, are weakening or disappearing due to social changes. 
Traditional conservation practiccs, sueh as terraces, are being neglectcd and abandoned, thus 
causing accclerated soll erosion and siltation in dams. Expansion of cultivation into lhe 
marginallands, wruch were traditionally reserved for grazing, is increasing soll erosion by 
wind and water. O!her environmental impacts of land degradation include the IOS5 of natural 
bio-diversity wrueh affects fmure crop improvement. 
Policy makers in Tunisia, as in many counmes in !he region, are eoncemed about the effects of 
natural resource degradation on rural poverty and associared social problems. There is a direct 
linka.ge between resource degradation and poverty. Also, lhe impact of water shortage on tbe 
eountry's future development is of particular concem to Tunisian policy makers. Hence, tbey 
are very teen to enhanee tbe conservation and efficient utilization of water resourccs in any 
way possible. 
The institutionaI partners have initiated an inter-diseiplinary and participatory resource 
management researeh under the umbreIla of Dryland Resource Mangement Project (DRMP). 
While the participatory approach is necessary to ensure that lhe perspectives and views of 
individual Iand users, who will ultimately make tbe resource management deeisions, are heard 
and their solutions incorporated into the research process. Users' participation wiIl enable 
researehers to understand why observed actions are being taken and assist in identifying the 
causes of degradation. 
The approach emphasizes a watershed perspective, where groups of farmers using a micro-
watershed are identified, and coIlective group action on practices for overaIl improvement as 
. weIl as individually selected practices are identified and evaluated. The step-by-step approach 
of tbe partícipatory methodology used to elicit farmers' perspectives, understand their 
probletns and aIlow their selection of solutions will be elearly documented. The significancc 
and eontribution of the participatory methods to the success of the research process will be 
demonstrated. The applied participatory approaeh involves the eollaboration oC different 
partners, -including fanners r researehers, developmem agencies, NGOs, farmer organizations, 
community leaders and poliey makers at different levels. 
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